
DELEGATE PLANS FOR WASHINGTON STATE

According to 2.7 of the Convention Rules:
http://www.gp.org/documents/convention-rules/index.shtml#02-07

By March 15 each State Party and Caucus shall submit to the
Credentials Committee a "Delegate Plan" for selecting and instructing
its Delegation to the PNC. Your State Party or Caucus should either
already have a Delegate Plan in place, or be working on preparing one.

2-7.2 Content of Delegate Plans

2-7.2(a) Delegate Plans shall include a description of the methods
used to learn the preferences of state Green Party members for the
nomination for President at the Presidential Nominating Convention.

Mail ballots went out to members on Saturday after out spring convention
on 5 May.  The ballots must be postmarked by 26 May to be valid.  We
will tally the votes to determine the preferences of state Green Party
members for the nomination for President at the Presidential Nominating
Convention.

 2-7.2(b) States are urged to provide in their Delegate Plans for a
delegate selection process that offers representation proportional to
the support each candidate enjoys within the state Green Party
represented by the Delegation (or similarly where there is no state
Green Party, as defined in Section 2-1) and that allows the Delegation
to reflect the diversity within the state Green Party and the state's
population.

WA Delegate to the PNC will vote proportionally to the votes of our
members on the first round of voting.

2-7.2(c) Delegate Plans shall provide explanation of the process to be
employed to apportion delegates among the candidates seeking the
nomination of the party, and for those that favor 'none of the above',
'no nominee' or other such preference.

WA will apportion delegates among the candidates seeking the nomination
of the party and for those that favor none of the above, no nominee or
such preference by proportioning the first round votes of our four
delegates to reflect the votes cast by out members.

2-7.2(d) Delegate Plans may provide for alternates for delegates, but
shall not name, nor shall the Credentials Committee credential, more
alternates than the number of delegates to which the state is



entitled. Where alternates are provided for, Delegate Plans shall
specify the manner in which they take the place of delegates and the
instructions they have in doing so.

WA has four people running for our four delegate position, as well as
people running for two alternate positions.  Those names will also be
known from the ballots that are to be postmarked no later than 26 May.

Jody Grage, WA Delegate

If there are any questions about the Delegate Plans or the Delegate
Credential Applications, please contact myself at
ronaldkanehardy@gmail.com or Sanda Everette at
sanda.greensolutions@gmail.com , co-chairs of the Credentials
Committee.


